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In this paper we consider the bilinear structure (M, co) determined by an arbitrary
bilinear form coona differentiable manifold M. We prolong this structure on the
bilinear structure (TM, dQ) and study relations of (TM, dQ) to (M, co). Our considerations are in the category C00.
1. Definition 1. Let M be a differentiable manifold, n = dim M. Let co be an
arbitrary bilinear form on M. The couple (M, co) will be called a bilinear structure.
Let (M, co) be a bilinear structure. Let Xe TmM. Denote by ix the contraction
of the tensor co (ixcoe T*M, ixco(Y) = co(X, Y)) and by 6> the linear morphism
TM-*T*M, o)(X) = ixco.
Let us recall that there is a bijection x of the set of all morphisms/: TM -* T*M
to the set of all semi-basic Pfaff forms on TM. Let x(f) = cp. Then
cp(X)~<n*X,fp(X)>,
where n : TM ~* M, p : TTM -> TM are fibre projections.
In our case denote by Q the semi-basic Pfaff form x(m). Let d be the symbol of
the exterior differentiation. Then (TM, dQ) is a bilinear structure which will be
called the prolongation of (M, co).
Let (xl), or (x\ y% or (x\ zt), be a local chart on M, or TM, or T*M respectively.
Let co = fli/x*) dxl ® dxj. Then

(1)

nil7*""*9 ,
Q = a^dx*,
dQ s -J?k / dx* A dxJ + a,, d / A dx',
dx

where 7 = a' _-L + &'-^ e T(TM).
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Remark 1. In the case of a symmetric form co we have
Q = l/2dvT,
where T = co(X, X) is a function on TM determined by co and dv is vertical antidifferentiation on TM (see [2], p. 165).
Remark 2. A semibasic Pfaff form Q on TM will be said to be jS?-form if x"1(Q):
TM -+ T*M is a linear morphism. It is easy to see that there is a bijection x of the
set of all j^-forms on TM to the set of all bilinear forms on M.
Denote by Kh the canonical identification TmM == Th(TmM). Let X be a vector
field on M. Let Xm mean the value of X at m e M. Let Jf* = Kh(Xm). Then J? :h++£h
is a vector field in IW.
Proposition 1. Let (M, co) be a bilinear structure on M. Let (TM, dQ) be the prolongation of (M, co). Let X be a vectorfieldon M. Then
n*(ixco) = i% dQ.
Proof. X^ddjdx1, 1 = atydy*, ixco = (a^dx*,
i%dQ = (aual) dxJ. This
gives our assertion.
A tangent vector Xe TmM, or a vector field X on M, is said to be associated at
meM, or associated with (M, co) respectively if ixco = 0.
Corollary of Proposition 1. A vectorfieldX on M is associated with (M, co) if and
only ifthefieldX is associated with (TM, dQ). If a vertical tangent vector Ye ThTmM
is associated with (TM, dQ) at h, then Kh(Y) is associated with (M, co) aVm e M.
Let X, Ye TmM. The linear morphism TM^> T*M determined by ®'(Y)(X) =
= co(X, Y) is called transposed to a). Let Q' be the semi-basic form on TM determined
by a>\ The semi-bilinear structure (M, d(Q')) is called T-prolongation of (M, co). Let
us remark that if co is symmetric, or antisymmetric, then 6>' = ®, or ®' = — ®
respectively, and thus d(Q') = — (dQ)', ot d(Q') = (dQ)' respectively. A tangent vector
Xe TmM is said to be T-associated with (M, co) at me M if m'(X) = 0 = ®(X). In
the case of a symmetric, or antisymmetric form co, any tangent vector associated
with (M, co) at meM is T-associated. There is such a nonsymmetric and nonantisymmetric form that there is a tangent vector associated and T-associated with
(M,c>).
A tangent vector Ye ThTM is called ^-conjugate, or t/-conjugate with (M, co)
at A 6 TM if iY dfl or iy d(Q') respectively is a semi-basic form on TM.
Proposition 2. Let Ye Th(TM), nh - meM. Then Yis v'-conjugate with (M, co)
at h if and only ifnxY is associated with (M9 co) at m.
Proof. Let Y = ald\dxl + b'B/dy*. Then
(2)
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ir d(Q') = Cj dx* - ajfl! dy\

where Cj depends on (a% (bl) and h -* (x\ y% Comparing (2) with (lt) we get our
assertion.
Corollary. A protectable vector field Y on TM is v'-conjugate with (Mf m) if and
only if%*Y is associated with (M9 co).
Let X be a vectorfieldon Af. Denote by Xl9 or X*1, the prolongation of JFon TM9
or T*M respectively.
Proposition 3. Let Ybe a projectable vectorfieldon TM which is v-conjugate with
(M9 co). Then Y is associated with (TM9 dQ) at he TM if and only if

0)

5»n-(*»:o&)-

Proof. Let a^/dx* + tfdjby* be ^-conjugate with (M9co). Then a^a? «- 0 and
thus

Since %*Y = a^/dx* we have

faTO^-a'dldJ-^ZtdldZj,
J
dx
see [2], p. 134. Then
dxJ
Now the condition (3) has the following local form
- - І Ł a / - ű,yг>' = ------- a л / .

(5)

a**

*

''

a*'

The vector field Y (being t;-conjugate with (M, co)) is associated with (TM, d(2) if and
only if

^ a V - i ^ ^ y + a^-O,

i.e.

if and only if (5) (use the relations (4)) is true.
Proposition 4. Let X be a vector field on M. Let X1, or X*1, be the prolongation
of X on TM9 or T*M respectively. Then <3>*(XiJ) = X-$(fc) for every heTMifand
only ifLxco = 0, where Lx denotes the Lie differentiation by X.
Proof. Let X = ald\dx\ co « atj dxl ® dxJ. Then
r

k,

(fan

^a* ,

da*\ « ,

, ,

1

x = a'a/ax' +—j-'a/a,-',
3xJ
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co,,(XD = a^/dx

1

+ te± a* + fl J Í ? t Vl a / a z ' f
V 3*
dx )
k
,*i
i
„
,
i
da
Xtlhy~aidldxi-~Taikyidldz
J.
dxJ

Comparing Lxco with a>*(X*) = Xli) we complete our proof.
Corollary. Let Xbea vectorfieldon M. Let X be x-associated with (M, co). Then X1
is associated with (TM, dO) if and only ifLxco == 0.
Lemma 1. Let X be a vectorfieldassociated and x-associated with (M, co). Let f be
an arbitrary real function on M. Then LfXco ~fLxco.
Proof. Let X = ald\dxl, a^a1 = 0, a^d = 0. Then
(dait
daki
daik\ кч | л , 4
J
Lxco = [ —Ч
Ч
i 1 a*d.ť ® dx
к
1
j
\дх
дх
dx J
Let X be a vector field on M. Denote by gt ,OTg2, the function ^(X 1 ), or dQ(l, X1)
respectively.
Proposition 5. (i) The form dgt is a semibasic form on TM if and only if the field X
is x-associated with M, co).
(ii)

g2 = n*(co(X,X)).
l

Proof. Let X = d d\dx\ Then gt = a^c? and thus dgx = D{ dxl + a^a* dyK
It gives (i).
(ii) We get directly dQ(2, X1) = a^U = n*(co(X, X)).
Proposition 6. Let (M, co) be a bilinear structure. Let X be a vector field on M.
Then
x(Lxco) = LXtx(co).
Proof. Let a%b\dxx = X. Then
K

Lxi(x(a>)) = (—% a + a* — r + af* — -J J y dx' *
\ dx
ex
dx /

^(L^CD).

Corollary. The form x(co) is invariant by X1 if and only if the form co is invariant
byX.
Let X be a vector field on M and e be an arbitrary p-form on M. Let us recall that
Lx = dix + ixd. Therefore
(6)

d(Lxs) » dix de.

Definition 2. Let Xbea vectorfieldon M. Let (M, co) be a bilinear structure. Then X
will be said to be the dynamic system of(M, co) if the form ixco is closed.
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Let X = a'd/dx', co = ais dx1 ® dxJ. By the direct evaluation we get
(7)

d(ixldQ) = Atjdx1 A dx'' + fefa* + a

k i

^ + a r k | ~ ) d A dx'.

where Ail7 are functions (local) on TM. The relation 7 immediately yields that the
form d(ixt dQ) is semibasic if and only if Lxco = 0.
Proposition 7. Let X be a vector field on M. Let (M9 co) be a bilinear structure.
Then X1 is a dynamic system of(TM, dQ) if and only ifco is invariant by X.
Proof. If ixi dQ is closed then dixi dQ = 0 is semibasic and thus Lxco = 0.
Conversely, if Lxco = 0, then by Proposition 6 LXiQ = 0. Then 0 = dLxiQ =
= diXi dQ.

Corollary, The form dixt dQ is semibasic if and only if it is null, i.e. if ixm dQ is
closed. As Lx dQ = dix dQ, the form dQ is invariant by X1 if and only if co is invariant by X.
Lemma 2. Let co be an 2-form on M. Let Xbe a vectorfieldon M. Ifixco is closed,
then it is invariant by X.
Proof is obvious because Lxixco = ix dixco.
Proposition 8. Let Xbe a vectorfieldon M. Let (M, co) be a bilinear structure where co
is a closed 2-form. Then X1 is a dynamic system of(TM9 dQ) if and only ifXis a dynamic
system of (M9co).
Proof. By Proposition 7 ixi dQ is closed if and only if Lxco = 0. In the case of
a closed form Lxco = dixco.
Proposition 9. Let X be a vectorfieldon M. Let co be a closed 2-form on M. Then
©*(Xfc) = X|(fc) for any he M if and only if ixco is closed.
Proof. Since Lxco = dixco. Proposition 4 completes our proof.
Further, let us suppose that the form co determining the bilinear structure (Af»<o)
is a form of a constant rank, i.e.
Proposition 10. The distribution Ker m is integrable if and only if every subfield Y
of Ker co is associated with (M, Lxco)9 where X is arbitrary subfield of Ker 0.
Proof. Let X9 Y be vector fields associated with (M, co). Then iiXY}co =
= LxiYco — iYLxco = —iYLxco. It gives our assertion.
Lemma 3. Let co be an 2-form. Then the distribution Ker ct) is integrable if and only
if iYix dco = Ojbr any vector subfields X, Y of Ker (d.
It is true because iYLxco = iY(ix &&> + dixco) = irix dco.
Corollary. If co is a closed 2-form, then the distribution Ker m is integrable. Hence
the distribution Ker dQ is integrable.
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It is obvious that dim Ker dO — dim Ker ®. The relations (*4) directly yield that
the distribution Ker AQ is null if and only if Ker 6> is null. Let us recall that the
symplectic structure is a bilinear structure (M, ct>), where dim M = 2n, co is a closed
2-form and the distribution Ker m is null. Let (Af, co) be a bilinear structure. Then
(TM, dO) is a symplectic structure if and only if the distribution Ker m is null.
2. Examples, a. Let (M, co) be a quasi-Riemannian space, i.e. co be a symmetric
and regular form of the second order on M.
Lemma 4. Let F be a linear connection on TM. Let V be the covariant derivation
determined by T. Let X, Y be vector fields on M and co be an arbitrary form on M.
Then
(8)

Vyfxo) = iVrXco + ix Vyco

the mapping m -H> Ker mm is a distribution on M.
Proof. Vy(X ® co) = VyX ® co + X ® VyCO,
Cj(Vy(X ® ft))) = C}(VyX ® CO) + Cj(X ® VyCO),
where C\ denotes the contraction of Z ® co. As C\ Vy = VYC\> the relation (8)
is true.
*
Let us recall that every quasi-Riemannian structure (M, co) determines on TM
the unique linear connection (the quasi-Riemannian connection), the covariant
derivation of which satisfies
(9)

V*y-VyX=[X,F],

(10)

VyCO = 0

for any Z.

Locally, let co = au dx* ® dxj9 ais = ai% and let
(11)

VMr « (^

a* + r^b")

dldx\

see [3],

where Y = b* d/dx\ X = a1 djdxK Then V is quasi-Riemannian if and only if
_
ri
i jk-

i

ri

jk,

iJ

- = <*s/*i + «isHj-

ax*

The local rule
(12)

(x1, / ) o (xf, / , y< - ~r;.ft(x) A

for the distribution T: TM -+ /*rAf of the horizontal tangent subspaces follows
directly from (11). Every distribution T: TM-+JXTM detef mines on TM the
differential equation P of the second order which is only in the case of linear
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connection a spray on TM. In our case, (12) yields
P « yl d/dx* -rlJkyJyk dfdyK
Sternberg, [4], proves that the spray P in the case of a Riemannian connection is
the geodesic spray (Euler vector field) of the Lagrange function T -= l/la^yj. One
can easy observe that it is also true in the case of a quasi-Riemannian connection.
It immediately gives
Assertion. Let (M9 co) be a quasi-Riemannian structure. Then the spray P of the
quasi-Riemannian connection on TM determined by (M9 co) is a dynamic system of the
symplectic structure (TM9 dQ).
Let X be a vector field on M. Denote by X the F-lif t of X in the case of a quasiRiemannian connection T. By (12)
X-aidl8xi-rtjkaJykd/dyi9
for X = a1 d/dx1. Using (9') and (10') we obtain by direct evaluation
(13)

Lx dQ = Bkjdx*A dxJ + ais(rskJak + ^~\dyl*

dxJ9

where Bkj are some local function on TM. (13) immediately yields: If L% dQ is semibasic at h0 € TmM9 then it is semibasic at every h e TmM.
Lemma 5. The form Lx dQ is semibasic at h0 e TmM if and only if VY(ixco) = 0
for every Ye TmM.
Proof. In the case of the quasi-Riemannian structure (M9co) the relation (8)
gives
VY(ixco) = iVrXco.
But ityXco is null if and only if WYX =- 0. Since co is regular, the comparison of (11)
with (13) verifies our assertion.
Let F be a linear connection on TM. Let F' be transposed to F and V be the
covariant derivation determined by F'. In the paper [1] we have shown that
VYX~KY(Xi-X)Y9
where KY denotes the canonical identification TmM ** TY(TmM)9 nY «= m and X1 is
the prolongation of X on TM. Let us recall that in the case of a quasi-Riemannian
connection F = F'. Therefore, if F is quasi-Riemannian then VyJfis null if and only
if Xy = XY9 Ye TmM. Hence the form Lx dQ is semibasic at h0 e TmM if and only
if Xl = Xh for every h e TmM. Then Lx dQ is semibasic on TM if and only if X1 « X.
But Lx dQ ax di^ dft and by Corollary of Proposition 7 the form <ttxi dfl is semibasic
if and only if is null. We summarize our result in theorem form
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Proposition 11. Let (M, co) be a quasi-Riemannian structure. Let X be a vector
field on M and X be its T-lift by the quasi-Riemannian connection F. Then X is a dynamic
system of the symplectic structure (TM, dQ) if and only if X = X1.
Corollary. By Corollary of Proposition 7, the form dQ is invariant by X1 if and only
if the form co is invariant by X. Hence if X is a dynamic system of the prolongation
(TM, dQ) of a quasi-Riemannian structure, then Lx dQ = 0.
b. Let (M, co) be a symplectic structure. Then its prolongation (TM, dQ) is also
symplectic. Proposition 8 yields.
Proposition 12. Let X be a vector field on M and X1 be its prolongation on TM.
Let (M, co) be a symplectic structure. Then X1 is a dynamic system of(TM, dQ) if and
only if X is a dynamic system of (M, co), i.e. if and only if co is invariant by X.
c. Let (M, a) be a contact structure, dim M = 2n + 1, a is a Pfaff form on M.
Then (M, dec) is a bilinear structure. Let us recall that there is the unique tangent
vector field YonM (dynamic system of the contact structure (M, a)) for which a(Y) =
= 1, da(Y) = 0. Then Y is associated with (M, da). Locally (see for example [2]).
2n

a = dx1 + £ x f d x i + 1 ,

(14)

i= 2

2b

co = da=
2n

ł

£dx л

í= 2

dx i + 1 -

1= 2
2п

dß = E dУл dx i + 1 i=2

dx i + \

2n
9

i=2
2п

I d , i + 1 л dx\
i=2

1

Hence Y = djdx is the dynamic system of (M, a). By Corollary of Proposition 1
the vector field f = djdy1 is associated with the bilinear structure (TM, dQ).
Lemma 6. Let Y be the dynamic system of a contact structure (M, a). Then da is
invariant by Y.
Proof. LY da = iFd(da) + diY da = 0.
Proposition 13. Let Y1 be the prolongation of the dynamic system of a contact
structure (M, a). Then Yl is associated with the prolongation of the bilinear structure
(M9 m = da).
Our assertion follows from (144).
Remark. Proposition 13 also foUows from Lemma 6 and from Corollary of
Proposition 4 because the dynamic system of (M, a) is associated and -r-associated
with (M, da).
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Proposition 14. Let Yx be the prolongation of the dynamic system of(M9 a). The®
C5*Y£~

Y*lc5(h).

It follows from Lemma 6 and Proposition 4.
Remark. The relation (144) immediately yields that the distribution of the tangent
subspaces Ker dO is generated by vector fields Yl and ¥.
3. Let o) be an arbitrary bilinear form on M. Let us recall that there is such a unique
antisymetric form co" that
0) SB co* + <o~.
4

Denote by (TM, da *) the prolongation of (M, <*)+)•
Lemma 7. Lef (M, co) be a bilinear structure. Then the symmetry of co is a necessary
condition for (TM, dQ) to have a dynamic system being a differential equation of the
second order.
Proof. Let co = au dx* ® dxK Let Y = yl d/dx* + cl(xj9 / ) d/dy* be a differential
equation of the second order. Then our assertion follows from
LY dfi == AtJ dx* A dxJ + Bu dy* A dxJ + ai$ dyl A d^.
Corollary. Let (M, co) be a bilinear structure. Let (M, ct)+) be a quasi-Riemannian
structure. Then the spray P of (M, G>+) is a dynamic system of (M, co) if and only if
(M, ca) is also a quasi-Riemannian structure.
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